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CORRIGENDUM DETAILS
In view of ongoing lock down, incase bidders are not able to submit or drop hard copies of documents as
mentioned in the EOI document then in that case bidders are required to upload the TPIA certified BQC
documents and CA certificates in case of MSEs, over www.bpcleproc.in portal only. Incase bidders are not
able to get the BQC documents TPIA certified, then they should upload the BQC documents on self-certification
basis.Similarly, if the MSE bidders are not able to get the CA certificate, then they shall upload the MSE
certificate based on self-certification.
However, bidders are required to submit hard copies of all above documents in original as per EOI terms and
conditions at CPO (M), before opening of price bids. End date for submitting the hardcopies of BQC documents
& CA certificate in case of MSEs, in original (as mentioned in EOI terms and conditions) will be intimated by
CPO (M) through technical queries section of the EOI before opening of price bids.
Non submission of original documents to CPO (M) may result in rejection of the bids and such bids shall not be
considered for further evaluation for allocation.
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Bidders to whom allocation was done in last two cycles and who are not able to supply quantities to location
because of OMCs inability to receive/reallocate due to COVID 19 lock down, then such parties can quote the
lapsed quantities in this cycle i.e. ethanol cycle three subject to self-declaration for not supplying against earlier
non uplifted allocation.
Bidders to note that parties who have been allocated the quantities but who are not able to supply the
allocated quantities to OMCs on account their own issue/reason will not be allowed to quote such balance
quantities in this EOI Third Cycle.
All other terms and conditions of the EOI remains the same.

